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There’s simply nothing better than soaking in the warm, welcoming 
waters of a spa or hot tub while relaxing, talking with friends and family or 
just unwinding in your very own private paradise – it’s all about fun and 
relaxation.

To enhance your enjoyment, tubhub brings you a range of products carefully 
selected to help you make the most of your hot tub experience, making it 
easy to enjoy and even easier to maintain. Everything has been acquired 
through reliable and reputable sources and is supplied complete with a 
guarantee for product quality.

From easy access products and spa games to fragrances and parasols, you 
will find them all here.

Happy bathing!

Welcome to
2024
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HANDI-STEP
These Handi-Steps are both durable and versatile as they 
can be assembled to suit either curved or straight edged spa 
cabinets.

Easy snap together assembly and available in a choice of 
colours.

Dimensions (H x W x D): 360 x 730 x 570 mm.

Espresso
26 27 794 248

Grey
26 27 794 242

Black
26 27 794 244

COVER VALET SPA SIDE STEP
This range of steps are perfect when all you need is a 
reliable step to get in and out of your spa. Produced from UV 
treated maintenance free materials in a range of colours to 
compliment most spa cabinets.

Easy snap together assembly.

Dimensions (H x W x D): 400 x 800 x 550 mm.

Black
26 20 794 065

Redwood
26 20 794 055

Java
26 20 794 060

Warm Grey
26 20 794 050

LIFTERS & ACCESS
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WATERWAY STEP
Our biggest steps featuring 838 mm wide non-slip treads are 
perfect for all sizes of spa. Made from durable UV protected 
polypropylene with a robust 363 kg weight capacity to ensure 
years of reliable, maintenance free service.

Easy snap together assembly.

Dimensions (H x W x D): 360 x 838 x 646 mm.

Mocha
26 98 794 212

Charcoal
26 98 794 218

Coastal Grey
26 98 794 220

Redwood
26 98 794 222

Black & Black 
3 Tread
26 27 794 270

4 Tread
26 27 794 275

SIGNATURE SWIMSPA STEP
Enhance the enjoyment of your swimspa with these 
all-weather access steps. Dual handrails make sure 
everyone gets up and down safely and high density, 
non-slip resin steps withstand the weather all year 
round.

Additional features include drink holders and towel 
bars incorporated into the handrails. Easy assembly 
and all the benefits of low maintenance materials.

Overall width including handrails: 1295 mm. 
Tread width: 914 mm, riser height: 203 mm.
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ULTRALIFT
This will fit virtually any shape of hot tub and can also be deck 
mounted. A unique pivot design along with a convenient built-
in handle makes cover removal simple and easy, and allows 
you to operate the UltraLift from either side of the spa.

The UltraLift allows you to adjust the cover height when open 
simply by selecting where you position the bracket. The unique 
combination of aluminium and high strength steel with a 
corrosion resistant powder-coating provides years of reliable 
worry-free service.

Fits spas up to 2.77 m, with a radius up to 406 mm and requires 
305 mm of clearance.

26 27 794 302

4 ways to mount the UltraLift

ULTRALIFT HYDRAULIC
The UltraLift enhanced.

All the same features as the standard model but with the 
addition of dual gas pistons providing easier cover removal 
and replacement. 

Requires 305 mm of clearance behind the spa.

26 27 794 304

ULTRALIFT UNDER MOUNT
Under Mount brackets eliminate the need to drill holes in your 
spa cabinet or your deck.

Requires 407 mm of clearance behind the spa.

26 27 794 306

LIFTERS & ACCESS
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VISIONLIFT BOOMERANG  
All the benefits of the VisionLift, the boomerang is even easier 
to install with a new patented sliding bracket that reduces the 
number of fixing points on your spa.

The unique combination of aluminium and high strength 
galvanized steel all with corrosion resistant powder-coating, 
provides years of reliable, worry-free service.

Suitable for spas up to 2.43 m and requires 356 mm of clearance.

26 27 794 309

FREEMOUNT  
If a spa cabinet needs reinforcing to fit a cover lifter or lighting 
and sound features make fixing it difficult, the Freemount 
provides an effortless solution. 

Lifter height can be matched to your spa cabinet with the 
UltraLift sliding bracket technology. Suitable for use with 
Ultralift, Ultralift Hydraulic, VisionLift and VisionLift Boomerang.

Made from corrosion resistant aluminium.

26 27 794 300
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SPAESCORT HYDRAULIC ASSIST
The SpaEscort Cover Lift with dual hydraulic assist easily lifts the 
cover off the spa.

The powder-coated steel and aluminium frame, combined with 
stainless steel hardware, ensures the lift will last for years in the 
harshest of climates.

Supplied with pre-assembled brackets for fast and easy 
installation.

Compatible with spas up to 2.77 m wide and requires 152 mm of 
clearance behind the spa and 127 mm per side.

26 27 794 326

 
 COVER Ex 

The Cover EX is quick and easy to install, and will fit most 
square and rectangular spas.

Featuring an all-aluminium and powder-coated construction, it 
needs just 305 mm of clearance.

26 20 794 105

SPAESCORT COVER LIFT
The SpaEscort Cover Lift is manufactured with the highest quality 
materials. Large diameter powder-coated aluminium tubing 
provides the ultimate in strength and will last for years in the 
harshest of climates.

Installation is fast, easy with wide nylon security straps and 
injection moulded brackets provide ‘rust-free’ peace of mind.

Compatible with spas up to 2.44 m wide and requires 457 mm of 
clearance behind the spa and 102 mm per side.

26 27 794 325

LIFTERS & ACCESS
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 COVER VALET
The Cover Valet is designed to fit almost anywhere; inside a gazebo, 
against a wall or even mounted into an existing deck. Dual gas springs 
assist in effortlessly lifting and lowering the spa cover and a safety 
lock system keeps the cover in an open position until it is time to be 
closed.

A durable powder-coat finish accompanied by stainless steel hardware 
provides years of reliable worry-free service.

The CV250 covers spa up to 2.44 m while the CV400 covers over 
2.44 m.

 
CV 250  CV 400 
26 20 794 110 26 20 794 112

COVER VALET PRO  
Features all-aluminium construction, dual gas shocks, 
locking feature and a full centre bar spanning the cover 
seam.

Operation requires only 153 mm of rear clearance and 
51 mm of side clearance. Cabinet-mount or deck-mount 
ready with everything included for either application.

Works with square and rectangular hot tubs and is 
adjustable up to 2.69 m.

26 20 794 170
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 COVER CADDY

This gas spring assisted cover lift defines versatility and 
effortless spa cover removal. A unique design allows for 
installation on an array of spa shapes and sizes including 
round, octagonal, and spas with large radius or cut corners. 
The new undermount base plate provides for a complete 
installation within minutes.

The addition of a powerful gas spring makes lifting and 
lowering your spa cover easier than you ever imagined.

Suitable for spas up to 2.74 m maximum.

26 20 794 120

SWIMSPA CONVERSION KIT
Designed for use with a Cover Caddy and suitable for 
swimspas up to 1.4 m high, this kit includes taller caddy legs 
and ‘U’ arms, together with stronger pistons to cope with the 
additional weight.

Due to the larger size of a swimspa, a total of two Cover 
Caddys and two conversion kits will be required.

26 20 794 126

LIFTERS & ACCESS
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 COVER Rx

Compatible with virtually any above-ground spa on the market 
today, the Cover Rx includes a unique undermount installation 
plate allowing it to be installed without fixings on whatever 
side of your spa you choose.

Requiring only 457 mm of clearance, the Cover Rx completely 
supports your spa cover without placing any stress on the 
centre seam, meaning a longer cover life.

Easily operated by a single user from either the side, back, or 
even inside of the spa.

26 20 794 124

 
 COVER ROCK-IT

The simple design of the Cover Rock-It combines ease of use 
with affordability. No fixing is required as it is held in place by a 
plate slipped under the spa base.

When the spa is being used, the Rock-It reduces cover wear 
and tear by keeping it off the ground, while the powder-coated 
finish and improved frame strength ensure years of effortless 
cover removal. 

Suitable for spas up to 2.44 m maximum.

26 20 794 160

COVER STAND
Free-standing, it neatly holds a spa cover upright and off the 
ground to reduce wear and tear. It’s also the ideal solution 
for round or unusual shaped spa covers, and requires no 
hardware or assembly.

26 20 794 300
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Cover lifter
Clearance to  

rear of spa
Clearance to  
side of spa

Spa suitability

UltraLift 305 - 356 mm 114 mm Any spa up to 2.77 m in width

UltraLift Hydraulic 305 - 356 mm 114 mm Any spa up to 2.77 m in width

UltraLift UnderMount 407 mm 100 mm Any square spa up to 2.77 m in width

VisionLift  Boomerang 356 mm 127 mm Any square spa up to 2.49 m in width

SpaEscort 457 mm 102 mm Any square spa up to 2.44 m in width

SpaEscort Hydraulic Assist 152 mm 127 mm Any square spa up to 2.44 m in width

tubhub Cover EX 305 mm 127 mm Any square spa from 1.72-2.64 m in width

tubhub Cover Valet 102 - 152 mm 63 mm
CV250: Any square spa up to 2.44 m

CV400: Any square spa over 2.44 m

Cover Valet PRO 153 mm 51 mm Any square spa from 1.72-2.69 m in width

tubhub Cover Caddy 914 mm N/A Any square spa from 1.72 m-2.74 m in width

tubhub Cover Rx 457 mm N/A Any square spa from 1.72-2.44 m in width

tubhub Cover Rock-It 457 mm 89 mm Any square spa from 1.72 m-2.44 m in width

LIFTERS & ACCESS
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 SPA SIDE HANDRAIL
No fixing needed as this is free mounted under the base of 
the spa.

Includes a full 360° of swivel for easy entry and exit, a 
locking feature for increased safety and a battery powered 
LED mood light in the tip of the rail.

26 20 794 663

HANDRAIL AND TOWEL BAR
Easily and securely fixed with rigid mounting blocks to the 
side of almost any spa, the Essentials Handrail and Towel Bar 
provides added confidence and support when entering or 
exiting the hot tub.

Powder-coated to resist rusting, the rail incorporates a padded 
handgrip while the design allows you to keep your towels dry 
and within easy reach.

26 27 794 664
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 DELUXE COVER PROTECTOR

This simple but very effective cover protects your valuable spa 
cover against harsh weather conditions as well as dirt and other 
debris.

Made from lightweight Ripstop polyester, the cover is 
water-resistant and breathable, helping to reduce the formation 
of condensation.

Fitted with a drawstring to secure it from lifting off on windy 
days, the cover protector is supplied complete with a handy 
storage bag.

All sizes shown have a 250 mm skirt and 100 mm radius corners.

2 x 2 m   2.1 x 2.1 m 2.2 x 2.2 m
26 68 794 000 26 68 794 010 26 68 794 020

2.3 x 2.3 m  2.4 x 2.4 m
26 68 794 030 26 68 794 040

 
 DELUXE COVER AND  

SPA PROTECTOR
Made with exactly the same features as our standard cover 
protector, the deluxe model features a larger 850 mm skirt to 
protect the spa cabinet as well as the cover.

Fitted with a drawstring to secure it from lifting off on windy 
days, the cover protector is supplied complete with a handy 
storage bag.

All sizes shown have a 850 mm skirt and 100 mm radius.

2 x 2 m   2.1 x 2.1 m 2.2 x 2.2 m 
26 68 794 050 26 68 794 060 26 68 794 070 

2.3 x 2.3 m  2.4 x 2.4 m
26 68 794 080 26 68 794 090

 SECURE STRAP XL
This is the ultimate wind strap that will help secure your 
valuable spa cover during strong winds.

Measuring at 3.65 m long (adjustable) and produced from 
exceptionally strong 51 mm wide polypropylene webbing, the 
strap is supplied complete with two powder-coated metal 
brackets that fix to the spa.

26 27 794 340

SECURE & PROTECT
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 SECURE STRAPS
A useful pair of lockable securing straps secure your valuable 
cover during stormy weather, and to keep unwanted users out 
while you’re away from home. 2.74 m maximum length.

26 27 794 335

EASYKLIP
EasyKlip is thought to be the world’s strongest clip, making 
it just perfect for temporary repairs to damaged spa covers. 
Featuring a unique gripping action, (the harder the pull, the 
tighter the grip), it fastens just about anything to anywhere and 
takes just seconds to fasten.

Also suitable for car covers, fabric canopies or plastic banners.

26 27 794 350

 
 QUICKLINK COVER LOCKS

If the buckle breaks off your cover strap how do you sew on a 
new one?  You don't! Simply add the Quicklink strap adaptor. 
The handy stainless steel quick link allows instant attachment 
to the existing cover strap. 

Supplied complete with press fit buckle mechanism and a pair 
of keys.

75 58 750 808

 
 REPLACEMENT  

COVER LOCKS
A set of 4 replacement locks with a key. Choose from either 
pinch or press release mechanism.

Pinch release  Press release
75 58 750 802  75 58 750 804
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AQUA TRAY
Our top selling table is produced from weather resistant 
materials and features an adjustable leg allowing it to fit onto 
most spas. 

Beige  Grey
26 27 794 604 26 27 794 605

 
 TRAY TABLE

The latest addition to our range of spa comfort accessories 
comes with a non-slip top to keep everything secure and 
features adjustable legs allowing it to fit on most makes of 
spas and hot tubs.

26 68 794 602

SPA SIDE TOWEL TREE
Offering a contemporary way to keep towels and robes off the 
ground and within easy reach.

Made from aluminium finished with a pewter style powder 
coated finish, the towel tree can be assembled in a matter of 
minutes.

26 20 794 320

ROBE HOLDER
Compatible with any spa or hot tub cover lifter this 
conveniently holds towels or robes within easy reach of the 
spa or hot tub.

Simply attaches with a velcro fastener. Holds up to 2 towels, 
bath robes and swimsuits.

26 68 794 322

RELAXATION & COMFORT
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SPA PILLOWS
Our super soft pillows are moulded from closed cell vinyl 
coated foam and incorporate a weighted back, allowing them 
to be placed just about anywhere around the spa.

Grey  White
26 27 794 616 26 27 794 614

 
 INFLATABLE SPA PILLOW

An inflatable pillow featuring a luxurious velvet soft touch finish 
and incorporating positive hold suction cups, allowing you to 
secure it in your favourite position for maximum comfort.

Black
26 68 794 614

SPAESCORT SPA CUSHIONS
The SpaEscort head cushion is the perfect companion to any 
spa. Produced from soft EVA material, the weighted design 
allows the pillow to rest securely in place anywhere around the 
spa so you can really relax and enjoy your hot tub experience.

Black  Grey
26 27 794 620 26 27 794 621

 
 BOOSTER SEAT

This heavy duty seat can also be used as a back support. The 
firmness and size can be adjusted by the amount of water 
used to fill it, using a standard garden hose.

Black  Blue  Pearl
26 27 794 610 26 27 794 611 26 27 794 612
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  SPA BOOSTER SEAT
Featuring heat resistant material and suction cups to prevent 
the seat from floating or moving. The firmness and size can be 
adjusted by the amount of water used to fill it, using a standard 
garden hose. 

Black
26 68 794 613  

WATER BRICK WATER SEATS
Made of PVC coated vinyl, the Water Brick is perfect for the 
spa environment and at over 100 mm thick it offers a great 
deal of comfort for the bather or adds a little height for the 
smaller user. A removable pouch is included which can be 
filled with either marbles or washed pea gravel to make sure 
the seat sinks into place.

Black  Blue
26 20 794 610 26 20 794 611

RELAXATION & COMFORT
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STEPS
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STEPSFRAGRANCES

Amaretto
26 27 600 031 

Apple Pear
26 27 600 032

Balance (Lavender)
26 27 600 033

Caribbean Nights
26 27 600 034

Citrus Splash
26 27 600 035

Desire (Rose)
26 27 600 036

Harmony (Pomegranate)
26 27 600 037 

Kiwi
26 27 600 038

Passion (Passion Flower)
26 27 600 039

Razzberry
26 27 600 040

Renew (Eucalyptus & Peppermint)
26 27 600 041

Serenity (Peonies)
26 27 600 042

INSPARATION LIQUID PEARLS
inSPAration unique aromatherapy blends are formulated 
specially for spas, hot tubs or hydrotherapy pools.

Liquid Pearls will not foam, affect the pH level or the water 
chemistry of your spa. Choose from twelve, 245 ml custom 
blended fragrances.

INSPARATION LIQUID PEARLS GIFT 
PACK
Supplied in attractive 15 ml, single use pillow packets, our 
inSPAration liquid fragrances come complete in a bag and 
are a great way to sample all twelve of Liquid Pearls fabulous 
fragrance blends.

To use, just twist off the tip and add inSPAration into your next 
hot water escape.

26 27 600 017

INSPARATION WELLNESS GIFT 
PACK
A great idea for a spa party or for your own personal use. 
Twelve assorted liquid fragrances in 15 ml pillow packets, all 
supplied in an attractive gift pack. 

26 27 600 012
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INSPARATION SPA AND BATH PEARL CRYSTALS  
inSPAration unique aromatherapy blends are formulated specially for spas, hot tubs or hydrotherapy pools will enhance your hot 
tub experience. These crystals are rich with emollients that will soothe and relax tired muscles with minerals and body softeners. 

Masks chemical odours and will not stain or harm woods, fibreglass or acrylics. Has no oils and will not clog filters or affect water 
chemistry. 

Amaretto
539g 
26 42 600 061

142g 
26 42 600 031 

Apple Pear
539g 
26 42 600 062

142g 
26 42 600 032 

Balance (Lavender)
539g 
26 42 600 063 

142g 
26 42 600 033 

Caribbean Nights
539g 
26 42 600 064

142g 
26 42 600 034 

Citrus Splash
539g 
26 42 600 065

142g 
26 42 600 035 

Desire (Rose)
539g 
26 42 600 066

142g 
26 42 600 036 

Harmony (Pomegranate)
539g 
26 42 600 067

142g 
26 42 600 037 

Kiwi
539g 
26 42 600 068

142g 
26 42 600 038  

Passion (Passion Flower)
539g 
26 42 600 069
142g 
26 42 600 039  

Razzberry
539g 
26 42 600 070

142g 
26 42 600 040  

Renew (Eucalyptus & Peppermint) 
539g
26 42 600 071

142g 
26 42 600 041

Serenity (Peonies)
539g 
26 42 600 072

142g 
26 42 600 042
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INSPARATION SPA AND BATH CRYSTALS  
inSPAration Spa Aromatherapy crystals are a ready to use blend of aromatherapy crystal specifically formulated for Spas, Hot Tubs 
and Jetted Baths. Enhanced with vitamins and natural extracts, inSPAration special formula leaves skin soft and tired muscles 
rejuvenated. Masks chemical odours and will not stain or harm woods, fibreglass or acrylics. Has no oils and will not clog filters or 
affect water chemistry. 

April Showers
553g
26 42 600 141

142g
26 42 600 101 

Cherry Blossom 
553g 
26 42 600 142

142g
26 42 600 102

Coconut Lime Verbena 
553g
26 42 600 143

142g
26 42 600 103 

Coconut Mango 
553g 
26 42 600 144

142g
26 42 600 104 

Cucumber Melon 
553g 
26 42 600 145

142g 
26 42 600 105 

Eucalyptus Mint 
553g 
26 42 600 146

142g
26 42 600 106

Fresh 
553g 
26 42 600 147

142g
26 42 600 107 

Hawaiian Sunset 
553g 
26 42 600 148

142g
26 42 600 108

Heavenly Honeysuckle
553g 
26 42 600 149

142g
26 42 600 109 

Jasmine 
553g 
26 42 600 150

142g
26 42 600 110 

Joy 
553g 
26 42 600 151 

142g
26 42 600 111

Lavender 
553g 
26 42 600 152

142g
26 42 600 112

Mangosteen and Goji 
553g 
26 42 600 153

142g
26 42 600 113 

Passion 
553g 
26 42 600 154

142g
26 42 600 114 

Peach 
553g 
26 42 600 155

142g
26 42 600 115 

Polynesian Paradise 
553g 
26 42 600 156

142g
26 42 600 116

Pomegranate 
553g 
26 42 600 157

142g
26 42 600 117 

Rain 
553g 
26 42 600 158

142g
26 42 600 118 

Romance 
553g 
26 42 600 159

142g
26 42 600 119 

Spaberry 
553g 
26 42 600 160

142g
26 42 600 120 

Tahitan 
553g 
26 42 600 161

142g
26 42 600 121

Tranquility 
553g 
26 42 600 162

142g
26 42 600 122

Tropical Island 
553g 
26 42 600 163

142g
26 42 600 123 

Vanilla Twist 
553g 
26 42 600 164

142g
26 42 600 124
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INSPARATION SPA AND BATH LIQUIDS  
Just like the crystals, inSPAration Spa Aromatherapy liquids are a ready to use blend of aromatherapy fragrance specially 
formulated for Spas, Hot Tubs and Jetted Baths. Enhanced with vitamins and natural extracts, inSPAration leaves skin soft and 
moisturised, and is water soluble. Masks chemical odours and will not stain or harm woods, fibreglass or acrylics. Has no oils and 
will not clog filters or affect water chemistry. 

Heavenly Honeysuckle
265ml
26 42 600 179 

Jasmine
265ml 
26 42 600 180 

Joy
265ml 
26 42 600 181 

Lavender
265ml 
26 42 600 182

Mangosteen and Goji
265ml 
26 42 600 183 

Passion
265ml 
26 42 600 184 

Peach
265ml 
26 42 600 185 

Polynesian Paradise
265ml 
26 42 600 186

Pomegranate
265ml 
26 42 600 187 

Rain
265ml 
26 42 600 188 

Romance
265ml 
26 42 600 189 

Spaberry
265ml 
26 42 600 190 

Tahitan
265ml 
26 42 600 191 

Tranquility
265ml 
26 42 600 192 

Tropical Island
265ml 
26 42 600 193 

Vanilla Twist
265ml 
26 42 600 194 

April Showers
265ml
26 42 600 171 

Cherry Blossom
265ml 
26 42 600 172

Coconut Lime Verbena
265ml
26 42 600 173 

Coconut Mango
265ml 
26 42 600 174 

Cucumber Melon
265ml 
26 42 600 175 

Eucalyptus Mint
265ml 
26 42 600 176 

Fresh
265ml 
26 42 600 177 

Hawaiian Sunset
265ml 
26 42 600 178
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Detox Therapy 
(Detoxifying)
562g
26 27 600 524

113g 
26 27 600 504

Energy Therapy 
(Boost)
562g 
26 27 600 526

113g 
26 27 600 506

Joint Therapy 
(Inflammation)
562g 
26 27 600 522

113g 
26 27 600 502 

Muscle Therapy 
(Hot n’ Icy)
562g 
26 27 600 521

113g 
26 27 600 501

Respiratory Therapy 
(Relief)
562g 
26 27 600 523

113g 
26 27 600 503

Stress Therapy 
(De-stress)
562g 
26 27 600 525

113g 
26 27 600 505

Sport Therapy 
(Rebuild)
562g 
26 27 600 527

113g 
26 27 600 507

Skinny Soak Therapy 
(Soak in Vitamins)
562g 
26 27 600 528

113g 
26 27 600 508

Sleep Therapy 
(Rejuvenate)
562g 
26 27 600 529

113g 
26 27 600 509

SPAZAZZ RX THERAPY SPA CRYSTALS
Replenish the body and help alleviate nagging ailments with essential 
vitamins and magnesium sulphate depleted by stress.

FRAGRANCES
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SPAZAZZ SET THE MOOD SPA CRYSTALS
Created to inspire desire, our Set the Mood spa crystals feature a range  
of fragrances to enliven your hot tub experience.

Bottoms Up 
(Moonshine Whisky)
482g 
26 27 600 432

Celebrate 
(Mimosa)
482g 
26 27 600 429

Romance 
(Strawberries ‘n 
champagne)
482g 
26 27 600 422

Seduction 
(Love Potion #9)
482g 
26 27 600 425

Flirty 
(Cosmo)
482g 
26 27 600 428

Passion 
(Sex on the Beach)
482g 
26 27 600 423

Wild Fiesta 
(Sangria)
482g 
26 27 600 431
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Apple Sandalwood 
(Revive)
482g 
26 27 600 131

Coconut Vanilla 
(Exotic)
482g 
26 27 600 129

Eucalyptus Mint 
(Stimulate)
482g 
26 27 600 122

Flora Wood 
(Romantic)
482g 
26 27 600 127

French Vanilla 
(Calm)
482g 
26 27 600 123

Honey Mango 
(Arouse)
482g 
26 27 600 121

Ocean Breeze 
(Tranquility)
482g 
26 27 600 128

Piña Colada 
(Enliven)
482g 
26 27 600 126

Tropical Rain 
(Revitalize)
482g 
26 27 600 124

SPAZAZZ ORIGINAL SPA CRYSTALS
Just add a few capfuls of Spazazz Original spa crystals to your spa and let 
the fragrances enhance the experience.

FRAGRANCES
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Grapefruit Orange 
(Invigorate)
623g 
26 27 600 224

Green Tea Peony 
(Enlighten)
623g 
26 27 600 222

Pomegranate 
(Energize)
623g 
26 27 600 228

Verbena Lime Coconut 
(Awaken)
623g 
26 27 600 221

Kiwi Pear 
(Exhilarate)
623g 
26 27 600 225

Lavender Palmorosa 
(Relax)
623g 
26 27 600 226

White Musk Vanilla Jasmine 
(Soothe)
623g 
26 27 600 223

SPAZAZZ ESCAPE SPA CRYSTALS
Colourful and fragrant, Spazazz aromatherapy crystals set the mood, arouse emotion, and relax your state of mind. Just add a few 
capfuls of Spazazz Escape spa crystals to your spa and let the fragrances enhance the experience.
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Coconut Vanilla 
(Exotic)
265ml 
26 27 600 179 

Eucalyptus Mint 
(Stimulate)
265ml 
26 27 600 172

71ml
26 27 600 152

Grapefruit Orange 
(Invigorate)
355ml
26 27 600 274

Green Tea Peony 
(Enlighten)
355ml 
26 27 600 272

Kiwi Pear 
(Exhilarate)
355ml 
26 27 600 275

Lavender Palmorosa 
(Relax)
355ml 
26 27 600 276

Pomegranate 
(Energize)
355ml 
26 27 600 278

Verbena Lime Coconut 
(Awaken)
355ml 
26 27 600 271

White Musk Vanilla  
Jasmine (Soothe)
355ml 
26 27 600 273

Flora Wood 
(Romantic)
265ml 
26 27 600 177 

French Vanilla 
(Calm)
265ml 
26 27 600 173

71ml  
26 27 600 153

Honey Mango 
(Arouse)
265ml 
26 27 600 171

Ocean Breeze 
(Tranquility)
265ml 
26 27 600 178

71ml  
26 27 600 158

Piña Colada 
(Enliven)
265ml 
26 27 600 176

Tropical Rain 
(Revitalize)
265ml 
26 27 600 174 
71ml  
26 27 600 154

SPAZAZZ ORIGINAL SPA ELIXIRS
Our Elixirs have been specially formulated to include an enlivening blend of moisturising botanicals and aloe vera.

SPAZAZZ ESCAPE SPA ELIXIRS
Sensuous aromas will balance, relax and rejuvenate your mind, body and soul. Just add a few capfuls to your 
spa to captivate your senses and bring your spa experience to a whole new level.

FRAGRANCES
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SPAZAZZ ORIGINAL SPA BEADS
Lie back, relax and enjoy an escape with our instant aromatic spa 
beads. Suitable for spas with a built-in dispenser, or the beads 
can simply be applied direct to the water to release one of seven 
enlivening aromas to surround you. 

Flora Wood 
(Romantic)
26 27 600 347

Honey Mango 
(Arouse)
26 27 600 341

Ocean Mist 
(Tranquility)
26 27 600 348

Piña Colada 
(Enliven)
26 27 600 346

Sweet Pea  
Apple 
(Rejuvenate)
26 27 600 345

Tropical Rain 
(Revitalize)
26 27 600 344Warm French 

Vanilla 
(Calm)
26 27 600 343

SPAZAZZ SET THE MOOD SPA BEADS
Supplied in a small container and for use with a built in dispenser 
or applied direct to the water. Set the Mood scented beads are 
bursting with moisturising botanicals to increase hydration and 
moisturise the skin.

Suitable for use in a hot tub, vacuum cleaner or humidifier.

Celebrate 
(Mimosa)
26 27 600 369

Flirty 
(Cosmo)
26 27 600 368

Passion 
(Sex on the Beach)
26 27 600 363 

Romance 
(Strawberries n’ 
Champagne)
26 27 600 362

Seduction 
(Love Potion #9)
26 27 600 365 

Wild Fiesta 
(Sangria)
26 27 600 371
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BEACH BALL DUCK
Ready for some fun in the sun and a dip 
in the water.

26 27 794 649

ALOHA! DUCK
Wearing a flower garland, Aloha! Duck 
gives a warm welcome to any spa.

26 27 794 645

BUDDY DUCK
This cute Buddy Duck is sure to be a hit 
with spa lovers of all ages.

26 27 794 650

LIFEGUARD DUCK
Kitted out with a rubber ring and a 
bathing cap for spa time fun.

26 27 794 643

SUNNY DUCK
So cool! Our most popular duck comes 
complete with her/his own sunglasses!

26 27 794 641

SURFER DUCK
Okay – so he may not be able to surf, 
but he sure does look the part.

26 27 794 640

SAILOR DUCK
Ship shape and Bristol fashion, Sailor 
Duck is ready for a dip in your hot tub.

26 27 794 652

PIRATE DUCK
Captain ‘Quack Beard’ is ready to sail 
the high seas of your spa.

26 27 794 653

 DUCKS
Ducks for Easter, ducks for Halloween, ducks for Christmas or just some fun ducks to decorate a spa.  
We’re sure our range will have something for you.

HOT TUB DUCK
Just like you, Hot Tub Duck gets to lie 
back and relax in hot tub heaven.

26 27 794 654

MERMAID DUCK 
This is one cute mermaid that you won’t 
find under the sea.

26 27 794 655

BIKINI DUCK
Wearing a polka dot bikini and perfectly 
dressed for a spa party.

26 27 794 656

FUN & GAMES
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UNDERWATER LIGHT SHOW
The underwater light show floats on the surface of your spa or 
pool and projects an exciting and variable light pattern onto 
the side and bottom surfaces. Features seven different lighting 
effects and an auto shut-off timer.

Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).

22 86 743 502  

FLOATING GAMEBOARD
Perfect for use in the hot tub or by the pool, this double-sided 
board lets you play draughts, chess or backgammon while 
you relax. Includes magnetic game pieces, pair of dice and 
doubling cube.

Suitable for use with our Waterproof Plastic Playing Cards.

Dark Blue
26 27 794 607

WATERPROOF PLASTIC PLAYING 
CARDS
Featuring a fun aquatic design, our 100% waterproof and 
durable PVC playing cards are supplied complete with their 
own storage box. Great for a bit of spa time poker.

26 68 794 607
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INSTA-TEST PLUS
A quick and easy way to test sanitiser levels in your water. Just 
swirl an Insta-Test Plus strip three times in your spa water and 
get a reading of your free chlorine or bromine instantly. 

Neat and easy to use test strips offer a quick and reliable way 
to obtain accurate water balance results for your spa. 

Pack of 50.

Insta-Test 3 Plus  Insta-Test 5 Plus
20 86 603 032  20 86 603 098

SOFT SPA FLOATING 
THERMOMETERS
Add extra cool to the pool or spa with one of our fun character 
thermometers. Great to partner up with their dispensing 
buddies on page 33. 

Derby Duck  Surfin’ Shark
26 33 794 760  26 33 794 763 

Clownfish
26 33 794 762 

FLOATING SPA THERMOMETER
Adorned with a frog to add a touch of fun to your spa.

26 27 794 752

WATER CARE
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FUN CHARACTER BROMINATORS 
AND CHLORINATORS
Functional and fun, our cool dudes float around your spa while 
dispensing bromine or chlorine into the water through an 
adjustable flow regulator. Tablets not supplied. 

Derby Duck  Derby Duck Surfin’ Shark 
Brominator Chlorinator Chlorinator
26 33 794 771  26 33 794 773 26 33 794 776

 
 FLOATING DISPENSER

A compact and adjustable floating dispenser, suitable for 
chlorine or bromine tablets. Tablets not supplied.

21 00 664 210

SPAPOD SANITISER CANISTER
The Darlly SpaPod dispenser helps take the hassle out of 
chemical dosing.

Suitable for use with SaniSteam cartridge filters, the simple 
and reusable dispenser can be filled with either bromine or 
chlorine tablets.

26 23 794 156

SpaPod Clip – Pack of 10 
26 23 794 160

NATURE 2
A neat cartridge containing Nature 2 water sanitisation 
technology that slips into the inside of your spa filter cartridge 
to help reduce the amount of sanitisers by up to 80%.

21 09 664 350

 
 DELUXE FLOATING  

BROMINE FEEDER
Our deluxe bromine tablet dispenser has a number of special features 
including a locking ring, anchor cord, feeder settings and removable 
bottom cap for easy refilling. 

Supplied complete with a useful recommended dosage chart. 

Tablets not supplied.

21 00 664 220 
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REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES
The same pre-filled cartridges used in the Floating System but 
sold separately as replacements for use with spas that have 
the Spa FROG in-line system installed.

Bromine  Conditioning
21 67 664 522 21 67 664 524

®

BR AND

SPA FROG CONDITIONING SANITISERS ARE 
THE ONLY MINERAL SYSTEMS FOR SPAS 
THAT WORK WITH LOW LEVELS OF BROMINE 
OR CHLORINE FOR THE HIGHEST WATER 
QUALITY. TWO EASY SPA FROG OPTIONS 
ARE AVAILABLE.

FLOATING SYSTEM
Suitable for any spa; pre-filled mineral and conditioning 
cartridges are snapped into a reusable floating holder.

This system transforms your spa into the perfect environment 
for soothing relaxation and uses up to  
50% less bromine than other products.

21 67 664 520

WATER CARE
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303 COVER PROTECTANT
Developed from the aerospace industry, 303 contains no 
silicone oils that usually leave the vinyl surface greasy and 
attractive to dirt.

303 bonds into vinyl surfaces to block the sun’s UV rays and 
guards against cracking and fading. It is also great for other 
products including rubber, fibreglass, tyres, plastic, leather and 
dashboards. 

Trigger   Trigger
296ml   473ml
26 03 714 008  26 03 714 010

Bulk Pack  
3.79L  
26 03 714 030  

 
 FOOT BATH  

A fun way to make sure children (and adults) clean grass, grit 
and other dirt from their feet before they hop into the spa or 
pool.

26 33 794 780

 
 ULTRA MITT

A single, heavy gauge latex glove with an abrasive scrubbing 
pad bonded to it. Perfect for cleaning the tide line on hot tubs 
and spa surfaces.

26 27 794 717

 
 SPA GLOVE

Allows you to clean and protect the spa or hot tub all in one go. 
This glove uses microfibre technology to lift dust and dirt from 
surfaces with a soft touch, preventing scratches and tarnishing.

Ideal for use in combination with SpaGlo polish and surface 
conditioner, see page 40.

26 68 794 717

 
 TUB SCRUBBER

A product that does exactly as its name suggests. Easily helps 
clean dirt and other debris from spa surfaces. Perfect for 
cleaning around the water line too.

Ideal for use with Essentials SpaGlo, page 40.

26 27 794 715

CLEAN & MAINTAIN
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 MAGIC FOAM

Magic Foam has a fine pore structure that helps to remove 
dirt and stains without additional cleaning agents; cleaning 
becomes effortless.

Suitable for removing scale build-up or unsightly scum lines; 
Magic Foam can be used on a range of surfaces including pool 
and spa covers and garden furniture. 

No chemicals required.

26 68 794 725

 
 SPA MAINTENANCE KIT

The ultimate spa and hot tub cleaning kit that includes all the 
basics to keep your spa in tip-top condition. 

Kit contents:
• Spa-Vac underwater vacuum
• Spa Scoop
• Spa Brush
• Scum absorbing disk
• Telescopic accessory pole

26 68 794 750

 
 SPA COVER WIPES

Presented in a quick dispensing pack of 50, these handy 
wipes are just great for giving your spa a quick wipe over and 
keeping it looking great all year round.

26 68 794 723

 
 SPA SCOOP

This is superb for removing floating debris in spas.

The unique circular design is suited to spa and hot tub contours 
and a soft rubber edge safeguards against scuffing. Ideal for 
hand held use but can be attached to any standard vac pole.

26 68 794 732

CLEAN & MAINTAIN
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 SPA BRUSH

With a unique semi circular design to suit 
spa and hot tub contours, this clever little 
brush is a very efficient cleaner of spa and 
hot tub interiors.

Supplied complete with a soft rubber 
edge that safeguards against scuffing. 
Ideal for hand held use but can be 
attached to any standard vac pole.

26 68 794 730

 
 FLAT NET  

AND POLE
A complete set comprising of a sturdy 
1.2 m extending pole and a durable flat 
net.

Easy one handed operation for the pool 
or spa.

26 68 794 727

PARADISE SPA VACUUM
Using a simple siphon action, the Paradise 
Spa Vacuum is one of the easiest ways to 
remove dirt and debris from your spa.

Featuring an aluminium telescopic pole 
that extends up to 2.13 m, the Paradise Spa 
Vacuum works without batteries or hoses 
and easily picks up a range of dirt from the 
bottom of your spa or hot tub.

Pack of 2 
26 27 794 005

HAND SKIMMER
A 610 mm long, fixed aluminium handle 
attached to this compact net makes it 
perfect for scooping up leaves, bugs, 
grass and other floating particles from 
your spa or pool. 

26 27 794 725
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POOL BLASTER CATFISH LIGHT
Lightweight and portable, the battery powered Catfish is 
perfect for quick and easy cleaning of spas, hot tubs and swim 
spas.

Powered by rechargeable nickel metal hydride batteries that 
last for up to an hour of continuous use, the Catfish features 
Max Cyclone technology to compact dirt, leaves and gravel 
into its easy to empty, reusable bag.

18 96 497 250

 
 SPA VAC

Make hot tub maintenance a breeze with the tubhub pool and 
spa vac. An all-in-one cleaner that sucks up minor debris with 
minimal effort – no hoses or power required.

Includes an extending pole for improved reach, soft vacuum 
head, slide-on brush and a clever fold out skimmer net to 
remove material from the water surface.
 
26 21 794 006

POOL BLASTER AQUABROOM ULTRA
A battery powered for cleaner spas, hot tubs and above ground 
pools.

Offering more power than other wand type cleaners Aquabroom 
will quickly and easily remove dirt and debris to help keep your 
water clean and sparkling.

Requires five D Cell batteries, not supplied.

18 96 497 200

POOL BLASTER SPA VACUUM
An easy to use battery powered cleaner supplied with a 
sectional pole for extended reach.

Requires four C cell batteries, not supplied.

26 97 794 100

CLEAN & MAINTAIN
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GRIT GITTER
A great invention that makes it fun and easy to manually 
vacuum sand, grit and other undesirables from the bottom 
surfaces of your spa.

Can also be used to remove other floating debris like bugs, 
grass etc.

26 97 794 003

GRIT GITTER WITH EXTENSION
Attach a 685 mm long extension to a Grit Gitter and clean the 
spa without having to get into the water.

Grit Gitter included.

26 97 794 005

HIGH VELOCITY VENTURI PUMP 
Perfect for draining spas and hot tubs, the Venturi pump 
attaches to your garden hose and by venturi action will quickly 
drain the spa water away.

Has no moving parts and is supplied with quick hose 
connectors.

14 68 794 104
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SPAFIX’R
This original formulation is widely sold 
as the most effective leak sealer in the 
world and can be used on concrete and 
acrylic spas and hot tubs. 

SpaFix’r is a cost effective solution for 
the repair of minor leaks in pipework 
and surfaces.

450 ml
20 89 794 760

SWIRL AWAY
A simple but very effective product to 
clean away accumulated and unseen 
deposits of oily grime, micro-organisms, 
and other foreign matter and nasties 
from inside your spa plumbing.

One 475 ml bottle should last for 3 
clean-ups.

475 ml  5 L
20 27 589 050 20 27 589 500

SPAGLO
SpaGlo polishes and protects your spa 
shell, cover and synthetic cladding. Once 
applied, the long lasting silicone based 
formula reduces the harmful effects of 
the sun, helps restore faded and dull 
looking finishes and creates a protective 
layer to repel water from the cover.

500 ml
20 89 794 750

 
 BEACH BALL  

SCUM SPONGE 
A great innovation in spa maintenance; 
the Beach Ball Scum Sponge is 
produced using special absorbent foam 
that will soak up to 20 times its weight 
in unwanted oils.

Float it in the spa or skimmer to avoid 
that dreaded scum line.

26 27 794 720

 
SCUMBUG SPONGE
Providing 100% more surface area than 
the ball and capable of absorbing up 
to 40 times its weight in body oils and 
lotions, Scumbug is insatiable. It also 
helps eliminate the formulation of scum 
lines and when saturated it can be 
squeezed out, cleaned and reused.

1 Pack  2 Pack
26 27 794 721 26 27 794 722

Extra Large
26 27 794 723

SCUMBALL
Scumball floats on the surface absorbing 
body oils, lotions and contaminants. 
Keeps the filter cleaner for longer. 

Two balls are supplied to soak up 
oils and scum on the water surface. 
Improves filtration and extends filter life!

26 27 794 724

CLEAN & MAINTAIN
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 WONDER 

FLOWER SCUM 
SPONGE
These fanciful floaters are made of 
special foam that absorb 40 times their 
weight in oils and lotions.

Float in a spa or skimmer to keep the 
water line sparkling clean and prolong 
filter life.

26 27 794 719

DARLLY DUCK SCUM 
SPONGE
People may think we are quackers, but 
we would like to introduce you to Darlly 
Duck.

Absorbing 40 times his (or her) own 
weight in oils, lotions and cosmetics, 
it prevents scum lines from forming on 
your hot tub and reduces contaminants 
from clogging your filters. 

26 23 794 720

DARLLY CYCLONE 
FILTER CLEANER
Fitted to the end of a garden hose and 
featuring a water flow control, the Cyclone 
will reduce the time you spend cleaning 
hot tub filters.

Using a brushing and flushing action 
the Cyclone works hard at removing a 
lot more dirt, debris and grease than 
traditional cleaning devices. 

26 23 794 708

 
 WATER-

WIZARD
Our all-in-one, handheld cartridge 
cleaner not only cleans like magic but 
reduces water wastage too.

Easily connected to your garden hose 
and operated with a thumb control to 
regulate flow.

Six fan nozzles flush out both sides of 
the cartridge pleats and a soft rubber 
comb removes hair and other unwanted 
debris. 

26 68 794 708

FILTER SOAK CANISTER
Pop dirty cartridges into the handy soak 
canister and make the chore of cleaning 
filter cartridges so much easier. 

Sized to accommodate most cartridges 
and includes a lid for clean, dry storage 
of spa products when not in use. 

Dimensions: 335 mm - 240 mm taper 
width. 400 mm high.

26 00 794 710

DARLLY PRE-FILTER
Fitted to the end of a garden hose, 
the Pre-Filter removes common water 
contaminates, which means less 
chemicals are used to create perfect 
water conditions for you to enjoy your 
spa.

26 23 794 712
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DARLLY SPA CARTRIDGE FILTERS
As one of the largest spa cartridge manufacturers in the 
world, Darlly produce in excess of 3 million filters per year 
supplying numerous household spa brands.

All Darlly filter cartridges use Reemay® spunbound 
polyester; a strong, high quality media used for over 30 
years in the pool and spa industry.

The unique construction of cartridges incorporates even 
pleats that stay sharp for increased surface area and better 
filtering.

Cartridges are available for most spa models, please ask 
for our separate Darlly catalogue for more information.

DARLLY SILVERSTREAM  
SPA CARTRIDGES
SilverStream cartridges are produced using a unique 
combination of Reemay® Microban antimicrobial filtration 
fabric and Darlly silver ion technology to make them the 
most advanced filter cartridges on the market.

The silver built into the end caps and core works 
continuously to provide ongoing antimicrobial protection 
for the expected lifetime of the cartridges, while the 
Microban® filter media, a material exclusive to Reemay® 
ensures bacteria will not survive on the surface of a filter 
cartridge.

Cartridges are available for most spa models, please ask 
for our separate Darlly catalogue for more information.

CLEAN & MAINTAIN
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SPA SIDE UMBRELLA
A great alternative to the traditional gazebo, our 2.75 m 
diameter Spa Side Umbrella is secured in place with a foot 
that slips easily under the spa.

A crank and tilt mechanism makes for easy operation and 
being very versatile it can rotate a full 360° to offer total 
protection from the elements whatever the time of day.

Can be easily removed from the base for storage.

Choose from 6 different coloured canopies. 

Espresso
26 20 794 231

Light Ash
26 20 794 223

Shadow
26 20 794 227

Cinnamon
20 20 794 240

SPA SIDE UMBRELLA PROTECTIVE COVER
A protective cover to keep everything tidy and secure when not in use. 

Weathershield Water Resistant Material

Créme
26 20 794 214

Navy
26 20 794 210

Rust (while stocks last)
26 20 794 219

Standard Material

OUTDOOR LIVING
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SAUNA WELLNESS
Discover a world of well-being with a sauna, steam shower or 
steam room.

Leading the way for over 50 years in the creation of inspiring 
environments for saunas, showers and steam bathing, we 
have a luxurious range of products for your home which 
guarantee to create an exclusive leisure area dedicated to 
your total relaxation and well-being.

We also have a wide range of accessories suitable for all 
saunas, including just about everything you need to make 
sauna bathing more pleasurable.

From buckets and ladles finished in a choice of materials, to 
fragrances and automatic essence dispensers – we have it all.

Take the first steps towards true relaxation and ask your 
tubhub supplier for details on the sauna experience.

SAUNA & WELLNESS
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